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ABSTRACT

The objective of this independent study was to study marketing mix factors affecting 

personal car users purchasing decision towards car engine oil in Samut Sakhon province. 

Questionnaires were used to collect the data from 384 personal car users. The samples were collected 

by convenience sampling and analyzed by descriptive statistics such as frequency, percentage, mean 

and standard deviation. The result was found as follow: 

Marketing mix factors affected personal car users overall purchasing decision towards car 

engine oil in Samut Sakhon province at medium level. The factors at high level were place, product 

and price. However, promotion factors affected the purchasing decision towards car engine oil at 

medium level. 

Product factors affecting overall decision were at high level. The factor at highest level was 

the quality of car engine oil. However, the factors that affected the purchasing decision at high level 

were product which is received the quality certificate from Department of Energy Business, clearly 

label, brand of car engine oil and variety levels of car engine oil. Furthermore the factors at medium 

level were the variety of package sizes and package type for product which should have beautiful. 



Price factors affecting overall decision were at high level. The factors at high level were the 

fair price compared with the product quality and cheaper price than other brands in the market. 

However, the factors that affected the purchasing decision at medium level were the discount and 

attractive price for consideration immediately.

Place factors affecting overall decision were at high level. The factors at high level were the 

seller (store) who can answer clearly about product for any buyer’s questions, easily buying of 

product, good distribution place for easily selection of product, reliable distribution place, clean 

distribution place and product buying directly from distributor. Furthermore, the factor that affected 

the purchasing decision at medium level was goods buying via e-commerce. 

Promotion factors affecting overall decision were at medium level. The factors at high level 

were the advertising on television/radio and selling place where has sale force for any 

recommendation giving. However, the factors affecting decision at medium level were the booth 

setting for product establishing in any events e.g. motor show event, brochure for product 

recommendation, samples adding for testing, free giving of premium, exchanging for reward 

receiving and using of presenters who are the superstar or famous people. 

For the overall purchasing decision problems of personal car users towards car engine oil in 

Samut Sakhon province were at medium level. The purchasing decision problems at high level were 

the expensive price and always price increasing. However, the problems at medium level were the 

bad quality of car engine oil, uninteresting promotion, public relations losing about product,   non-

received the good service from sale force, bad image of product brand, advertising losing about 

product, inconvenience of buying/service and goods lacking in the market.


